
MY CORONA
My touch with Corona

THREE THINGS: WHEN
THE HANGOVER ENDS
Republicans are too relaxed and smug after last
week. We can see their emperor has no clothes
and their asses are showing, too.

MIDNIGHT IN
WASHINGTON: TODAY’S
SENATE VOTE
[UPDATE-2]
This post is dedicated to today’s U.S. Senate’s
proceedings with regard to the trial of Donald
J. Trump under articles of impeachment for abuse
of power and obstruction of Congress. You’ll
note I’m not holding my breath for impartial
justice.

THREE THINGS: DAY
AFTER NIGHT BEFORE
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DAY OF DISASTER
[UPDATE-2]
What a flaming mess. Bet you can’t really tell
which mess I’m referring to — the Iowa caucuses,
the State of the Union Address, or the rolling
not-trial of Donald J. Trump.

HITTING THE
OSCILLATOR: TODAY’S
SENATE VOTE ON
WITNESSES [UPDATE-5]
The output hits the fan today as the Senate
votes on whether to call and hear witnesses. But
this may also be the entire enchilada shoved
into the blades of the rotator — they may vote
on conviction and acquittal. This is an open
thread.

THREE THINGS: ODD,
ODDER, ODDITIES
Just a few oddities as the White House presents
its counter arguments to impeachment. This is an
open thread.
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IMPEACHMENT =
GROUNDS FOR FIRING
You’d think we were all in Newfoundland buried
beneath multiple feet of snow given the blizzard
of bullshit Trump and his reality TV cast have
been spewing. The truth they want to bury is a
rather familiar phrase.

THREE THINGS: ‘SHE’S
GOING TO GO THROUGH
SOME THINGS’
House Intelligence Committee released some
materials provided to them by Lev Parnas,
revealing Trump’s Ukraine scandal is even uglier
than expected. Here’s three things the public
now needs.

CROSSFIRE HURRICANE
GLOSSARY
A glossary of some of the names, acronyms, and
titles in the DOJ IG Report on Carter Page.

EXPLAIN IT TO ME:
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WHAT DOES
IMPEACHMENT MEAN
NOW?
The Articles of Impeachment were pretty
straightforward. But what of Trump’s re-election
and the scope of presidential pardons?
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